
Candice Lin : in front of our dumbfounded eyes is a world savagely and skillfully 

hallucinated 

An essay by Geraldine Gourbe 

In Jacques Tourneur’s fantastic film I Walked with a Zombie (1943), a Canadian nurse is 

employed by a white plantation owner from the sugarcane fields of the Haitian island of Saint-

Sebastien so that she can take care of her mysteriously zombified spouse. Literary and poetic in 

its interrogation of the truthfulness of what it describes, I Walked with a Zombie transforms the 

walking dead into a figure of doubt who symbolizes the limits of scientific knowledge and 

Western rational in a colonial, white, patriarchal, North American context. 

 

In front of our dumbfounded eyes, the young artist Candice Lin displays a savagely and skillfully 

hallucinated world where we simultaneously embody the three main characters in I Walked with 

a Zombie : the nurse, certain of her own good will, who tries to understand the nature of relations 

between white settlers and slaves imported from African coasts (The Investigator), the white 

colonial North American plantation owner who thinks that nature culturally arranges a bi-polar 

world (The Conservative), and a zombie woman with romantic and gothic curves who goes from 

one world to another without belonging to either one (The Drifter). 

 
In her film Holograms (2012, 19mn), Candice Lin copies and pastes film clips from a variety of B 

movie classics, and combines them with photographic archives of primitive and anthropological 

art and cartoon and stop motion sequences that she created herself. Like  William Burroughs’s 

cut-up cassette tapes, Lin’s moving images hallucinate a savage world where different views of 

the Other as an object of theorization contaminate themselves. Here, anthropology, Black 

Nationalism, psychoanalyses, country music and science fiction all come into play. Language 

about the Other is a virus. 

 

A pyrotechnician of animated experimental cinema, Candice Lin rubs shoulders with sad-eyed, 

carnivorous-toothed stuffed animals, asexual ET figurines and activist pigs made of modeling 

clay (film and installation Inanimism, Bacium, Sub Cauda, 2012, 6mn47). Here we are led to 

think of another West coast artist specializing in experimental cinema, Kenneth Anger, who 

summoned actors of black magic rituals, Hells Angels, androgynous Caucasians and virile 

homosexuals etc. in an overall psychedelic illusion. 

 



In a recent piece entitled Exploited Painting (Installation, 2012) a Haitian painting bought in a 

tourist market pictures an exo-paradisiac odyssey from which a masculine multi-racial 

appendage protrudes, and, by means of a  stream of urine, turns itself into a soda fountain. In 

the series of trophy-gods (2012), relics are brought back from scientific and colonial conquests 

that are at the intersection between primitive art and modern art.  In her first prolific series of 

drawings, Sexual Life of Savages (2009), Lin takes black and white naturalist frescos from the 

18th century and repopulates them with colorized emancipated barbarians from the 21st century. 

This body of work contributes to a work-in-progress puzzle in which Jean-Jacque Rousseau’s 

social contract would be ready-made and furiously queer. 
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Winter 2012:  “Goddess: From Hypericône to Hypertrophy of the Visible”, Issue No. 112, 
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Winter 2009: “The Figure of the Pirate: Towards Reciprocal Permeability Between Art and 
Feminism” with Charlotte Prévot, edited by Elisabeth Lebovici and Zapperi, Multitudes No. 31, 
Paris: Amsterdam, p. 201-211. Subject: The figure of the pirate or civil disobedience is embodied 
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